Optional devices for GPS System
(Prices without VAT)
Optional Devices

Price

Description

Fuel consumption reading
device using the FMS
interface

90 €

Ultrasonic universal fuel
level meter

285 €

Driver identification device
Token Type

10 €

Individual key/Token

5€

This device allows reading the onboard computer
(CAN) for vehicles, trucks using the FMS
interface/connector. Parameters like fuel consumption,
fuel level, odometer, rpm etc. can be read. The
connection to the FMS interface is made using special
cables that read the data by induction, not needing to cut
any wire.
The ultrasonic fuel level meter sticks on the bottom of
the tank, without giving holes into the tank, and has a
precise reading of the fuel level using ultrasonic sounds
(the technology is similar to the one of sonar’s used in
marine environment, like submarines). The devices read
only the fuel level in the tank. It auto calibrates itself by
my making at least to complete feedings.
The kit consists of one buzzer, one key tag, one key
reader and one token.
Additional tokens can be acquired.

Driver identification device
RFID Type

29 €

-

RFID identification card

2€

Button for blocking the
position while making
routes in personal interest.

29 €

Temperature sensor

29 €

Additional card can be acquired.
A button can be installed and by pressing it the position
is blocked, if the driver wants to make a personal
interest or private route. The distance and the fuel
consumption is calculated only the real position of the
car is blocked when the button is pressed.
For refrigerating vehicles or any other vehicle needing
to monitor the temperature in the rear deposit/transport
compartment a temperature sensor can be installed to
monitor the temperature.

Sensors for recognizing
events such as “door
open/closed”, “crane arm
movement”, “bulldozer cup
lift” etc.

5€

Magnetic sensors with high mechanical and thermal
resistance

Switch off button of GPS
monitoring

5€

By pressing the button the GPS power supply is
intentionally stopped. The GPS equipment will no
longer supply any information.

Cable surge protection

15 €

Recommended for heavy-duty machines and/or old
vehicle that have electric problems and can generate a
surge of over 35 V.

Power supply cable

15 €

-

